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Encounters of the Best  
Kind With Customer Service

E veryone has an encounter with customer service at one time or  
another, but some of these experiences are better than others. 

What might the perfect customer services experience look like?  
Intuitive could be one answer to this, but intuitive can easily mean 
different things to different people. What’s perfectly obvious to you 
might not be even slightly obvious to me. There are some basic 
elements, however. Your call is answered promptly, no intermina-
ble waiting on hold. Your concerns are addressed immediately and 
accurately. The situation is understood and fixed. Everyone involved 
is polite. 

The demands on customer service agents have dramatically 
increased this year due to the pandemic. With more people staying 
at home, the shift to digital shopping intensified dramatically and 
abruptly. What some thought would be a temporary disruption has 
remained at a high level, escalating an already existing trend toward 
online self-service. Increased volume of online buying coupled with 
the digital experience offered by retail websites added pressure to 
the entire customer service operation, making many decisions  
more complex. 

The customer base altered somewhat as well. Older individuals 
who, pre-pandemic, were more likely to walk into a store, now 
felt at risk and turned to retailers’ websites to do their shopping. 
Being less familiar with the digital shopping experience, they had 
more questions for customer service representatives. There’s a real 
question about whether or not they will return to physical stores. 
However, they will probably become more comfortable with  
their online experiences and need less attention from customer 
service agents.

WORKING FROM HOME AFFECTS EVERYONE
When the working from home became the norm, it didn’t simply 

affect customers. The customer service function also shifted to 
working from home. That meant no turning to the person next to 
you or flagging down a manager walking past you to get a ques-
tion answered. Remote working, with all the stresses that implies, 
meant an urgent need to transform how knowledge is transmitted, 
accessed, and understood by those on the front lines. 

At the same time, budgets are under scrutiny and there’s no 
evidence of massive increases in available funding. In fact, the op-
posite is the more general case. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 
Occupational Outlook Handbook notes that training for customer 
service positions is usually on-the-job and short term. These are 
entry level positions with significant turnover. Additionally, BLS 
predicts a 2% decline in jobs over the period 2019 to 2029.

An increase in demand and a decrease in resources dictates a tech-
nological solution. That’s what triggered the BLS prediction of a 2% 
decline. Automation is the driver of the loss of jobs. The combination 
of increased demand for complaint handling, order processing, and just 
plain question answering with a decrease in money should be seen as 
a call to action for a knowledge-based, AI-enabled customer service 
function. It’s when a next generation of knowledge becomes a  

requirement and opens the door to more involvement from chatbots 
and other types of voice-activated assistants.

HANDLING CUSTOMER REQUESTS
Some customer requests are simply rote. A friend ordered a part 

to replace one that had worn out. He misread a 6 for an 8, which 
is easy to do when the part number has faded over several years. 
He explained the situation to the customer service agent, who 
gave him a ticket number to facilitate his return of the wrong part 
and arranged to send him a new, correct part. Such a frictionless 
transaction! Quick, easy, and both sides ended up satisfied. From 
the agent’s perspective, this is probably something that happens 
relatively frequently, and the procedure for handling it is, therefore, 
well established. 

It also speaks to a robust knowledge base, where the agent can 
easily determine which part number is the correct one. But there’s 
more to the story than that. My friend acknowledged that he made a 
mistake; he wasn’t blaming the company and he wasn’t angry. This 
is not always the case. Often, by the time customers get to an agent, 

they are hostile and belligerent, convinced that the error is not their 
fault. Indeed, it may not be their fault, but that’s moot when the 
agent is trying to both solve a problem and calm down a customer. 

Add to that the possibility that this isn’t the customer’s first  
encounter with customer service. Inconsistencies in answers 
received do not engender confidence in the system. Here’s just one 
example: When the pandemic hit and airlines were cancelling many 
of their flights, the advice given on many aviation passenger forums 
and discussion boards was to keep calling back to the customer  
service lines if you didn’t like what you were told by the first  
representative. Apparently, this worked. 

As shopping increasingly moves online and away from physical 
retail locations, the possibilities for errors in the ordering process 

By Marydee Ojala, Conference Program Director, Information Today, Inc.

“The demands on customer service agents 
have dramatically increased this year  

due to the pandemic. With more people 
staying at home, the shift to digital  

shopping intensified dramatically and 
abruptly. What some thought would be a 
temporary disruption has remained at a 
high level, escalating an already existing 

trend toward online self-service.”
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also increase. It’s so easy to click a box under or over the one you 
actually intended to click. Thus, you end up with a size small when 
you wanted a medium or a brown item when you thought you’d 
ordered blue. 

It’s surprisingly easy to make errors in language perception, 
not just misreading numbers or clicking incorrectly. I was skim-
ming email the other day and wondered why I had received some 
messages with Date Nights in the subject line. Looking closer, they 
actually said Data Rights. I laughed to myself at my own mistake. 
That was a minor glitch, without any serious impact, and not requir-
ing customer service. Unlike the situation of another friend of mine 
who, a few years ago, thought she bought a plane ticket to Milan 
only to arrive at the airport to find she’d actually bought a ticket to 
Manila. Now that turned out to be an expensive mistake, since she 
had to buy a new ticket on the spot. Lesson learned: Read carefully 
before hitting the “Buy Now” button.

TRANSFORMING WITH NEXT-GEN KNOWLEDGE
Does frictionless problem resolution always happen? Well, no, 

but it should be an aspirational goal. Much as companies might like to 
believe that their customers will be perfectly content interacting with 
chatbots, at the moment that’s not the case. Thus, huge opportunities 
exist for a better approach. Putting “knowledge first” is a good first 
step. It’s been proven time after time that automating a process 
without truly understanding the dynamics that underlie it is a recipe 
for failure. Automation for the sake of automation is universally 
considered to be a bad idea, and yet it keeps happening. Someone 
gets excited about a new technology and before you know it, that 
technology has been implemented, without much (or any) input 
from the people who will be using it. User requirements and cus-
tomer acceptance issues are ignored, in favor of a “technology will 
fix everything” mindset. 

It doesn’t have to be this way. By concentrating on the knowledge 
aspects of customer service, the probability of harnessing cutting-edge 
technology with customer expectations and agent capabilities is 
assured. At the most basic level, customers expect a quick, accurate 
answer to a question. That sounds simple, but not all customers 
express themselves in the same way. They want a product with what 
they term as the color “Midnight,” but the manufacturer went for 
“Black.” The customer abandons the search because Midnight is  
not an option. 

The worst-case scenario is when the customer knows, or has 
been told about, the potential for a certain action. Here’s one  
example: Your dentist retires. She recommends another dentist to 
her patients and transfers all patient records to that dentist. You 
contact the new dentist and are told to fill out an online form before 
making an appointment. On the form is a pull-down menu for the 
name of the dentist who referred you. Your former dentist’s name is 
not on the list. It’s a required field and there’s no option to write in 
your former dentist’s name. What do you do? Probably give up and 

find a new, different dentist. A well-designed form would not result 
in these types of teething pains.

Customers want to be known. Access an airline site and expect 
that your status will be recognized so that any special deals will 
be front and center. A local grocery store has a loyalty program. It 
knows what its customers buy most frequently and sends out coupons 
for those items, assuming that will be a draw to get people into the 
store, either physically or virtually, where they will be tempted by 
other items as well. This is knowledge management at its finest.

But none of this happens without some heavy-duty lifting on 
the back end. Design a guide for agents so they can effectively use 
the knowledge base to have productive interactions with customers, 
particularly those who drift away from what a rigid, rule-based 
script provides. Ensure that customers communicating with customer 
service are handled consistently regardless of what device they are 
using. The trend towards multiple devices—a laptop, a phone, a 
tablet, and who knows what in the future—is accelerating. Proliferation  
of devices is now a fact of life, and must be accommodated by 
customer service systems. Whether it’s via a human, a chatbot, a 
website, or another means of digital engagement, having the same 
knowledge base to support the interaction leads to customer satis-
faction. Omnichannel knowledge from a single source is the best 
approach when considering the transformation of customer service.

Is there a gold standard for customer service technology?  
Certainly, there are some aspects that should be considered, as 
eGain points out in this report. The 11 attributes laid out here 
are likely to become even more important, even when we enter a 
post-pandemic world. We still need to re-evaluate customer service 
functions. The pandemic, with its accompanying mandates about 
sheltering in place and working from home, kick-started digital 
transformation. Initiatives around digital transformation that had 
had a lengthy time frame for completion suddenly had the time 
frame radically reduced. 

Customer behaviors changed and with that came escalated  
expectations for customer service. Much of that will remain in 
place. We are not going back to pre-pandemic normal, which 
necessitates a re-thinking on contact centers and an escalation in 
knowledge management technologies. The goal of ensuring that 
everyone have a superb encounter with customer service remains. 
Next-gen knowledge is key to reaching that goal.   ❚

Marydee Ojala is conference program director for 
Information Today, Inc. She works on conferences 
such as Enterprise Search & Discovery, which is co-lo-
cated with KMWorld, and Data Summit, among others. 
She is a frequent speaker at U.S. and international 
information professional events. In addition, she mod-
erates the popular KMWorld webinar series. Ojala is 
based in Indianapolis, Indiana and can be reached  
at marydee@infotoday.com.

“Does frictionless problem resolution always happen? Well, no, but it should be an  
aspirational goal. Much as companies might like to believe that their customers will be 

perfectly content interacting with chatbots, at the moment that’s not the case. Thus, huge 
opportunities exist for a better approach. Putting “knowledge first” is a good first step.”
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Transform Customer  
Service With Next-Gen  
Knowledge: Why and How

WHY KNOWLEDGE
The consumer has spoken.
Forrester Research asked 5000 of them, “What created the 

biggest pain when you contacted a business for customer ser-
vice?” They answered—lack and consistency of agent knowledge, 
followed by the difficulty of finding relevant answers on company 
websites. So what is driving this dissatisfaction? 

Self-service and peer-to-peer service adoption continues to 
rise, with millennials leading that trend. Naturally, questions 
that come to agents are more complex, posing a big challenge to 
a labor pool where the high average churn rate of 40% makes the 
problem worse.

Contact center training budgets are being cut by as much 
as 60%. This is against the backdrop of agent roles becoming 
more complex. With inadequate training, agents try to improvise 
with their answers, leading to repeat calls, compliance issues, and 
customer complaints.

Legacy knowledge management (KM) systems are not smart 
enough for the modern contact center. Many organizations con-
fuse data and document/content management systems with KM. 

Channel-specific knowledge silos compound this problem,  
creating multiple “right” answers with frustrating results.

WHY KNOWLEDGE FIRST
There are so many ways to get to pain-free customer service, 

but what is the fastest path to relief? “Knowledge first” would be 
a sound approach, based on what consumers are saying. Here are 
some more reasons to go that way. 

3  The knowledge deficit can be the root cause of many operational 
ailments in the contact center such as repeat calls (i.e., lower 
FCR or First-Contact Resolution), increased AHT (Average Han-
dle Time), slow ASA (Average Speed to Answer), and increased 
agent shrinkage (partially caused by endless training). One can 
also add strategic metrics such as customer loyalty to this list.

3  Customers are often in a negative emotional state when they get to 
the agent since they are likely to have already had a negative experi-
ence with self-service or another agent. So, the challenge and stakes 
are even higher when it comes to human-assisted service.

3  Contact center agents tend to be “blue collar” knowledge work-
ers and do not command the relatively high salaries associated 
with typical “white collar” knowledge jobs. They are mostly 
younger, most likely millennials or late Gen X. While older 
workers internalize knowledge and often keep it in their heads, 
this generation, often called the “look up” generation, goes to the 
Web to literally run their lives. Having a knowledge management 
system in place, aka a place to look up information or get guided 
to answers or next best steps in the service process, is therefore a 
must for today’s contact center workforce.

3  Automating everything else without knowledge guidance 
can detract rather than help the customer experience. It’s like 
turbocharging an automobile engine to speed it up when the 
driver doesn’t know where to go and what to do next. With no 
guidance, the driver (consumer in the case of self-service; the 
agent in the case of human-assisted service) is going to reach 
the wrong destination or take U-turns in cul-de-sacs, leading to 
awful service experiences.

KNOWLEDGE-ENABLING CUSTOMER SERVICE  
CONTACT CENTERS

Here are key attributes to look for in your knowledge manage-
ment system (and the solution provider).

1. Does it find?
Can the system find accurate answers fast when the customer is on 

the line and the pressure is on? Make sure your system makes findabil-
ity easy with flexible search options so that the user can pick the path 
to the answer she likes. Some “find” paths are FAQ, keyword search, 
natural language search, federated search, and topic tree browsing. 

Easy findability, powered by eGain Knowledge + AI ™, enabled 
a global media and legal services giant to deflect up to 70% of agent 
assistance requests.

2. Does it federate?
Sometimes, “power users” know more about products than even 

the companies that make them. Likewise, in purchase journeys, 
online reviews are often the first stop. Compiling answers from 
multiple sources and presenting them to customers while marking 
them as trusted/curated or otherwise is called “search federation,” 
an important KM requirement now. Likewise, the knowledge 
management system should be able to “harvest” answers from such 
sources automatically and feed them to the knowledge manager for 
quality control and publishing as trusted knowledge.

3. Does it personalize?
One way to increase speed to answer is to get hyper-relevant 

right at the start by personalizing for customer preferences, agent 
roles, agent skills (e.g., based on products, functions such as ser-
vicing, selling, language skills, etc.), past history, etc. The system 
should be able to personalize for authenticated customers or even 
anonymous prospects wherever possible, while making it easy to 
deliver relevant knowledge from one single knowledge base (KB). 

A financial services BPO serves multiple clients from a single 
eGain-powered knowledge base. eGain Knowledge + AI delivers 
personalized views for agents, depending on the clients they serve, 
the agents’ roles, and whether the caller is a consumer. Queries cov-
er payment processes, credit card issuance and reissuance, fraudu-
lent use, and complaint resolution.

By Anand Subramaniam, SVP Global Marketing, eGain
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4. Does it guide?
AI-infused knowledge systems can handhold agents through cus-

tomer interactions, keeping in mind organizational best practices and 
regulatory requirements for automated compliance. The output might 
be step-by-step guidance to a problem resolution or even a go/no-go 
decision on an action. Watch out for pretenders like rigid scripting and 
rule-based systems that claim guidance—they put users in conversation 
cul-de-sacs, especially when the customer goes off-script. Moreover, 
such legacy systems are expensive to maintain.

A global bank uses eGain’s patented AI technology to guide a 
novice agent pool through best-practice interactions across 11 coun-
tries, while reducing training requirements by half!

5. Does it comply?
Compliance with ever-changing industry regulations, whether it is 

for content, access, or interaction, makes customer service even more 
challenging for companies, particularly in highly regulated industries. 
In fact, 70% of compliance professionals expect increased regulations, 
59% expect increased personal liability, and 69% expect compliance 
staffing costs to rise. This is where AI-enabled guidance can help.

3  A marquee global bank guides advisors through a step-by-step 
dialog and industry-compliant questions as they qualify and 
onboard small business clients, with eGain AI. 

3  Another bank serves wholesale clients in multiple countries with 
a single eGain-powered AI system that incorporates the global 
parent’s best practices, while taking into account local regula-
tions in those countries. 

3  Utilities clients use AI guidance not only to resolve customer prob-
lems but also help them avert safety hazards due to gas leaks and the 
like, while complying with regulations on who asks and does what 
and when.

6. Does it embed in other systems?
eGain partners with “systems of record” providers—call center 

infrastructure, CRM, and content management solution providers—
where its award-winning digital engagement and knowledge man-
agement capabilities are embedded in the agent desktop. CSRs can 
simply click on a “Solve” tab or button, whereby eGain Knowledge + 
AI is bootstrapped with expanded context from third-party systems for 
speedy problem resolution.

A multinational telecom services company, BPO providers for 
global companies, a toy manufacturer—they have all embedded 
eGain Knowledge + AI for holistic customer service.

7. Does it pervade?
The omnichannel penetration of commerce is anywhere from 35% 

(healthcare) to 65% (consumer electronics.) And mobile is a big part of 
omnichannel. Can the knowledge management system deliver consis-
tent and channel-tailored knowledge on any channel or device? Does it 
support mobile? Can it bootstrap a human-assisted service conversation 
or an autonomous remote fix from device data?

A retail giant, a power user of eGain knowledge, pushes contex-
tual knowledge to omnichannel shoppers, related to 10 brands which 
are their retail subsidiaries, across channels, including mobile. Anoth-
er retailer delivers knowledge across self-service, email, and chat to 
help shoppers across their journeys before and after the sale.

8. Does it engage (proactively)?
Contact centers that want to differentiate themselves deliver 

contextual, personalized knowledge proactively across touchpoints 
to accelerate customer service journeys.

A leading catalog and digital retailer deflects requests for hu-
man-assisted chat by proactively pushing eGain-powered contextual 
knowledge at the point of escalation. The same retailer makes over 
50 million contextual content or promotional offers per year with 
eGain Knowledge + AI, complemented by eGain’s offers engine.

9. Does it unify?
One of the top pain points in customer service is the inconsisten-

cy of answers across touchpoints and even across agents serving the 
same touchpoint, per the consumer survey mentioned earlier. Is the 
knowledge management system capable of delivering knowledge 
that is personalized to the customer and the touchpoint from a single 
omnichannel source?

A large federal government healthcare system in the US uses 
eGain-powered omnichannel knowledge across phone and digital chan-
nels to deliver consistent answers that are also compliant with regula-
tions. The agency powers over 24,000 agents and 2 million self-service 
sessions per year with eGain with plans for additional use.

10. Does it make it easy?
Out-of-the-box functionality, proven domain expertise, 

best-practice methodology, ease of trial, ease of deployment, and 
ease of optimization are critical to not only creating business 
value with knowledge but also doing it with speed and expanding 
it over time. 

eGain Innovation in 30 Days™ is a unique production pilot in 
the cloud that enables contact centers to try our solutions—knowl-
edge or other products for digital engagement—free of charge with 
no obligation to buy. Unlike traditional pilots, eGain Innovation 
in 30 Days also includes free assistance from domain experts to 
guide the pilot to quick business value. A multinational manufac-
turer of cleaning systems, a toy manufacturing leader, an online car 
insurance provider, an iconic retailer—these are some blue-chip 
companies that, happy with the benefits they saw from the pilot, 
have adopted eGain solutions for knowledge management and 
digital engagement.

11. Does it “pay”?
If there is a killer use for knowledge management in the enter-

prise, it is in the contact center. Not all knowledge providers walk 
the walk when it comes to delivering actual success. eGain stands out, 
having created transformational value for over 20 years for the world’s 
leading companies!

3  Telco giant speeds up agent time to competency by 100%, FCR 
by 37%, and NPS by 20 points, while reducing advisor training 
time by 43%, across its 10,000 contact center agents and 500 
retail stores

3  Leading global bank reduced call handle time by 67% and agent 
training time by 50%, while its subsidiary vaulted to the #1 posi-
tion in customer experience in its market 

3  Global media and legal services company deflected up to 70% 
of its calls, while making go/no-go decisions on high-profile 
litigation services projects

3  Leading North American telco reduced average handle time by 
17% and incoming calls by 19% with omnichannel knowledge

3  Leading US branded manufacturer improved service quality by 33%
3  Leading European telco reduced unwarranted handset returns 

and exchanges by 38% through better problem resolution in the 
contact center, while enhancing agent experience by 90%

If this is not customer service transformation, what is?! 


